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Let Q  denote the set of all n by n doubly stochastic matrices and let m be a
positive integer. Then the set Q,,,  = {A E Q  : 0 < ail  Q l/m, 1 < i, j < n}
is the convex hull of the matrices in Q, having exactly m entries equal to l/m
in each row and column and the other entries equal to zero.
INTRODUCTION
A non-negative matrix A = (aij) is doubly stochastic if each of its rows
and columns sum to one. We denote the set of all n by n doubly stochastic
matrices by 52. In 1946 Birkhoff [l] proved that 9 is the convex hull of the
matrices in Q having exactly one entry equal to 1 in each row and column
and the other entries equal to zero. We generalize Birkholf’s  theorem
giving a different kind of proof. We wish to thank Mr. D. Lund for
suggesting this problem.
THEOREM. Let m be a positive integer and
D, ={A~!20  <aii < I/m,foralll <i,j<n}.
Then Q,,, is the convex hull of the matrices in 52,  having exactly m entries
equal to l/m in each row and column and the other entries equal to zero.
Proof. We define a middle entry of A E Qm  to be an entry which is
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neither 0 nor l/m.  We will prove that any matrix A E Q;2, having a middle
entry is a proper convex combination of two other matrices in Qm  . This
will prove the theorem because any convex, bounded polyhedron is the
convex hull of its extreme points.
Observe that, if A has a middle entry in position (i, j), then A must have
another middle entry in the i-th  row and another middle entry in the j-th
column. So choose a cycle of middle entries from A in positions (iI ,j,),
(4 ,&A Gz ,h>,  (4 , jsL L , jr-d,  L JA (4 JAY (4 ,A>. Let El be the
matrix obtained by taking A and adding E to the entries in positions
(ir , jr), (iZ , j,),...,  (iT  , j,), and subtracting E from the entries in positions
(ir , j,), (iZ ,jJ ,...,  (iTdl ,j,.),  (i, ,j,). Let Es = 2A - El . Take E to be a
sufficiently small positive number such that El and E, are in 51, . Then
and A is a proper convex combination of two other matrices in Sz, .
REMARKS
Birkhoff’s Theorem is the case m = 1. A slightly more general result
can be proved by this method. Let 19 be a number between l/n and 1.
Then the set
is the convex hull of the matrices having exactly [l/e] entries equal to 8
in each row and column, one entry equal to 1 - e[l/e]  in each row and
column, and the rest of the entries equal to zero. Here [x]  is the greatest
integer less than or equal to X.
The referee pointed out that the usual proof of Birkhoff’s  theorem
generalizes by using a result due to Fulkerson [2].
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